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Abstract
In this prospective study, we postulate that there is a difference between clearance of [99mTc]Tc- ethyl cysteinate dimer (ECD) in the seizure
onset zone (SOZ) and other brain areas and thus SOZ localization by clearance patterns might become a potential novel method for SOZ
localization in epilepsy. The parametric images of brain ECD clearance were generated by linear regression model analysis from serial brain
SPECT scans from 30 minutes to 240 minutes after ECD injection (7-times point) in 7 patients with drug-resistant epilepsy and 3 normal
volunteers. Clearance patterns of the SOZ con�rmed by good surgical outcome or consensus with other investigations were analyzed
quantitatively and semi-quantitatively by visual grading (slower or faster washout than contralateral brain regions). The average [99mTc]Tc-
ECD clearance rates of SOZs were + 1.08 % ± 2.57 %/hr (wash in), -7.02 % ± 2.56 %/hr (washout), and − 5.37% ± 1.71 %/hr (washout) in
ictal, aura and interictal states, respectively. Paired t-tests between the SOZ and contralateral regions showed statistically signi�cant
difference (p = 0.039 in interictal state). Clearance patterns that can de�ne the SOZs were 1) wash in and slow washout on ictal slope, 2)
fast washout on aura slope and interictal slope with 100% (6/6), 100% (2/2) and 75% (6/8) localization using ictal, aura, and interictal slope
maps, respectively. Our study provided the evidence that clearance pattern methods are potential additive diagnostic tools for SOZ
localization when routine one-time point SPECT are unable to de�ne the SOZ.

Introduction
Almost 50 million patients were diagnosed with active epilepsy (Collaborators, 2019). Approximately 20–40% of epilepsy becomes drug-
resistant epilepsy (DRE) (French, 2007). In one tertiary-care hospital in Thailand, the prevalence of DRE is 26.1% (Towanabut et al., 1998).
DRE or long-term epilepsy also increases mortality and decreases quality of life (Kanchanatawan & Kasalak, 2012; Sillanpaa & Shinnar,
2010).

Surgical treatment with correct localization of epileptogenic zone (EZ) in DRE shows better outcome than continued medical treatment
(Ramey et al., 2013). There are generally 2 types of EZ localization, invasive and non-invasive methods. Intracranial electroencephalography
(iEEG), an invasive method, is considered a gold standard for pre-surgical localization (Shah & Mittal, 2014). Scalp EEG and single photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT) are examples of non-invasive methods. In current practice, SPECT in epilepsy is performed at one-
time point for ictal and interictal states. The sensitivity for localization by interictal SPECT alone is low (< 50%) in both temporal lobe
epilepsy (TLE) and extra-temporal lobe epilepsy (ETE). The sensitivity of ictal SPECT is higher (70–90% for TLE and 60–80% for ETE)
(Kumar & Chugani, 2013; Weil et al., 2001). An additional technique that is usually used to improve seizure focus localization is called
subtraction ictal SPECT coregistered to MRI (SISCOM). Even though SISCOM has high sensitivity (> 80%), sometimes the results are still
inconclusive (Chen & Guo, 2016; Kumar & Chugani, 2013; Weil et al., 2001).

Technetium-99m ethyl cysteinate dimer ([99mTc]Tc-ECD), a radiopharmaceutical used for brain SPECT imaging in epilepsy, is a lipophilic
radiotracer. After injecting into the vein, it passively diffuses through blood-brain barrier (BBB), undergoes de-esteri�cation, becomes
hydrophilic and gets trapped in the brain cells. Its uptake not only associates with regional cerebral blood �ow, but also re�ects ictal
neuronal synaptic activity (Leveille et al., 1989; Rabinowicz et al., 1997). [99mTc]Tc-ECD reaches maximum activity in the brain within a few
minutes and remains near that level for the next 10–20 mins evidenced by both planar and SPECT imaging (Ishizu et al., 1996; Rabinowicz
et al., 1997; Vallabhajosula et al., 1989). The average ECD washout or clearance rate was about − 6%/hr during the �rst 6 hours in normal
subjects (Leveille et al., 1989). The factor that affects clearance or washout of [99mTc]Tc-ECD is not well understood. There is one in vitro
study supporting the hypothesis that esterase activity is the major determinant of the overall retention of ECD (Jacquier-Sarlin, Polla, &
Slosman, 1996). Evidence about regional variation for clearance of [99mTc]Tc-ECD in normal brain are controversial (Flores et al., 1999;
Ichise et al., 1997; Leveille et al., 1989). In a study of epilepsy, [99mTc]Tc-ECD washout rate was reported to be slightly lower but statistically
signi�cant in the hyperperfused areas than in other brain areas. However, this washout rate was measured from only two static ictal SPECT
at 30 minutes and the next 40 minutes. In this study, only �ve patients underwent ictal SPECT twice (Grunwald et al., 1994). Thus, clearance
rate from each brain region, especially the seizure onset zone (SOZ), still needs evaluation.

In this study, we postulate that there is a difference between clearance of [99mTc]Tc-ECD in the SOZ and other brain areas and thus seizure
focus localization by clearance patterns might become a potential non-invasive method for better pre-surgical SOZ localization.

Material And Methods

Subjects
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All DRE patients aged 18–60 years who were sent for ictal and interictal SPECT scans from Mar 2018 to Sep 2019 and normal volunteers
without history of neurologic or psychiatric disorder were enrolled and informed consent was obtained. We excluded patients with history or
MRI of cerebrovascular disease or psychiatric disorder. This study received ethics committee approval by The Institutional Review Board of
the Faculty of Medicine, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand (COA No. 078/2018 and IRB No. 680/60).

Image acquisition
[99mTc]Tc-ECD (Neurolite) with radioactivity of 0.3 mCi/kg diluted in 10 ml of NSS was injected intravenously using bolus technique
followed by 10 ml of NSS �ush. For DRE patients, [99mTc]Tc-ECD was injected under EEG monitoring in both ictal (within 60 seconds after
EEG or clinical onset) and interictal (more than 24 hours after last seizure) states to con�rm patient’s seizure state. Aura state was de�ned
as a subjective ictal phenomenon without de�nite ictal EEG onset.

Serial brain SPECT scanning was performed on a dual-head gamma camera (Siemens/Evo Excel, Erlangen, Germany) with high-resolution,
fan-beam collimators and 140keV ± 15% energy window by static scan mode at 3-degree angle interval (180 degrees for each head = 60
projections, 20 seconds per projection, 20 minutes per scan) at 30, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210 and 240-minute postinjection. All images were
reconstructed by a �ltered back-projection (FBP) algorithm with a Butterworth �lter (cutoff frequency 0.35, power factor 5) and displayed on
a 128 x 128 matrix. The pixel size was 3.3 x 3.3 mm, and the slice thickness was 3.3 mm. Attenuation correction was performed by Chang's
method with an attenuation coe�cient equal to 0.12 cm− 1.

Data analysis

Image analysis
All reconstructed images were decay corrected by Tc-99m physical half-life (6.03hr), and then merged into time-sequence images. These
merged-images were motion corrected (between-runs movements) and further co-registered to patient’s T1-weighted MRI images for
anatomical correlation. These images then underwent a pixelwise linear regression analysis. The model yielded a slope map, which is a
picture of the brain that re�ects the clearance rate from each image pixel. The grey matter (GM) image was created from the patient’s T1-
weighted MRI to further mask the slope map. Finally, the regions of interest (ROIs) of each brain region (except the SOZ) were de�ned by the
automated anatomical labeling (AAL) template atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). ROIs of the SOZs were drawn by iso-contour (3D iso-
contouring VOI tools using region-growing) inside AAL template over the suspected regions de�ned by the Engel class I surgical outcome
(free of disabling seizures) (Engel, 1993) for those who had surgery, or consensus from epilepsy conference using iEEG, scalp EEG and/or
MRI lesions in patients without surgery. Mirroring of ROIs of the SOZs to the contralateral regions of the SOZs was done for comparison. All
ROIs were applied by the same investigator (C.S.) to eliminate the interoperator variation. These ROIs were veri�ed by second investigator
(S.T.) who was blinded to clinical data and other imaging results. All image analyses were done using PMOD software (version 4.101,
PMOD Technologies Ltd., Zürich, Switzerland) as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Image interpretation
The patterns of slope maps were visually interpreted and classi�ed by semi-quantitative method into four categories; 1. wash in (positive
rate), 2. slow washout (negative rate with clearance rate slower than contralateral region), 3. normal washout (negative rate with clearance
rate equal to contralateral region), and 4. fast washout (negative rate with clearance rate faster than contralateral region). Positive results
were considered when there were patterns other than normal washout pattern. Only normal washout pattern, which was the washout pattern
equal to contralateral mirrored ROI region, was considered a negative result. The slope map was displayed in split BWR (blue-white-red)
color bar. Example of slow washout pattern is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Statistical analysis
Paired t-test was used to compare ECD clearance rates of the SOZ and contralateral regions in each patient seizure state, i.e. ictal and
interictal states, and to compare ECD clearance rates of the SOZs between ictal and interictal scans. F-test, repeated-measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used in 3 analyses: 1) to compare each brain regions among normal brains, 2) to compare whole brain clearance
among each seizure state and normal brains, 3) to compare ECD clearance rates of SOZ and contralateral homologous brain region among
each state of seizure in patients and mean value of normal brains in the same region as SOZ Statistical signi�cance was de�ned as p < 
0.05 for all analyses. All statistical analyses were performed by SPSS version 22 software for Microsoft Windows.

Results
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Enrollment
A total of 12 cases, 9 patients with DRE and 3 normal volunteers were enrolled. Two patients were excluded due to history of CVA and
severe head trauma with craniotomy. There were 17 serial brain SPECT scans in 10 subjects; 5 were performed in ictal state, 2 were
performed in aura state, 7 were performed in interictal state, and 3 were performed in 3 normal volunteers in resting state.

In seven patients, the median age was 28 (range 20–47) years. The male/female ratio was 3:4. All patients had been diagnosed as DRE and
suffered from persistent seizure for more than �ve years (median 16, range 6–27 years). The TLE/ETE ratio was 4:3. Five of seven patients
(71.4%) underwent surgical treatment and later had Engel class I at least 15-month follow-up except one patient underwent partial
lesionectomy due to neurological de�cit concern. Patient characteristics and demographic data are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
Patient characteristics and Demographic data

No. Age/Sex

(onset
age)

Seizure type Seizure
frequency

(times/duration)

Medication Provisional
diagnosis

Gold

standard

Surgical
procedure
(pathology)

1 26/M

(20)

- GTC

- FSIC with automatism

- Aura (left-sided auditory
and somatosensory) ◊ ±
FMS (left face)

- Mnemonic aura (jamais
vu)

∼ 1–2 /year

- rare

∼ 3–10 /month

∼ 1–2/month

CBZ, CLB, LVT,
PRP, TPM,
pyridoxine

TLE Surgical
outcome

(Engel
II)a

Right superior
and middle
temporal gyri
partial
lesionectomy

(mild MCD,
oligodendroglial
hyperplasia)

2 47/F

(20)

- Aura (autonomic c/s
experiential) with FSIC

and vocalization

∼ 1–2 /month CLB, CBZ, LVT,
PHT, TPM

TLE scalp
EEG +

MRI
lesion

n/a

3 31/F

(10)

- Aura with FSIC with

oral automatism

- Aura alone (dizziness ± 
fear)

∼ 4 /month

∼ 2 /month

CBZ, LVT, PB, PHT,
TPM

TLE Surgical
outcome

(Engel I)

Right AMTL
(hippocampal
sclerosis,

ILAE type I, mild
oligodendroglial
hyperplasia)

4 42/F

(16)

- Aura with dyscognitive
(impaired awareness)

with automatism

- Aura alone (dejavu)

∼ 5–6 /month

∼ 2–3 /month

LMT, LVT TLE scalp

EEG

n/a

5 20/F

(13)

- Nocturnal GTC

- Aura (chest tightness and

left-sided face numbness)

with bilateral arm tonic

∼ 3–4 /month

∼ 10–20 /day

CBZ, LCS, LVT, PB,
TPM, VPA,
prednisolone,
azathioprine

ETE Surgical
outcome

(Engel I)

Right middle
frontal gyrus
lesionectomy
(FCD type IIa)

6 25/M

(14)

± Aura with FSIC with both
hand tonic ± vocalization

- Dialeptic

∼ 15 /month

∼ 1 /2–3 month

LVT, CBZ, LCS,
CNZ

ETE Surgical
outcome

(Engel I)

Left posterior
cingulate gyrus
(low grade
diffuse
astrocytoma
WHO grade II)

7 28/M

(12)

- Nocturnal GTC

- Aura (dizziness, blurred
vision) with FSIC and
automatism

∼ 1 /month

∼ 1–2 /month

CBZ, CLB, LVT, PB,
PHT

ETE Surgical
outcome

(Engel I)

Left fusiform
gyrus
lesionectomy

(low grade
diffuse
astrocytoma
WHO grade II)

a This patient underwent partial lesionectomy due to neurological de�cit concern.

GTC: generalized tonic-clonic seizure, FSIC: focal seizures with impaired consciousness,FMS: focal motor seizures, CBZ:
carbamazepine, CLB: clobazem, CNZ: clonazepam, LCS: lacosamide, LMT: lamotrigine, LVT: levotiracetam, PB: phenobarbital, PHT:
phenytoin, PRP: perampanel, TPM: topiramate, VPA: valproic acid, TLE: temporal lobe epilepsy, ETE: extra-temporal lobe epilepsy, EEG:
electroencephalography, MRI: magnetic resonance imaging, MCD: malformation of cortical development, AMTL: anteromesial temporal
lobectomy, ILAE: international league against epilepsy, FCD: focal cortical dysplasia, WHO: world health organization

In three normal volunteers, the median age was 30 (range 29–43) years. The male/female ratio was 1:2.

SPECT image acquisition
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In a total of 119 static SPECT scans (17 serial SPECT scans x 7-time static each), 6 (5.3%) were excluded due to delayed patient transfer to
Nuclear Medicine. Of the remaining 113 static scans, 10 (8 scans from patients’ images and 2 scans from normals’ images, 8.8%) were
further excluded from analysis due to within-runs movements detected after image reconstruction (Supplementary Table A1). The delay
time between seizure onset and [99mTc]Tc-ECD injection was 4–38 seconds with average injected dose of 641.7 ± 127.0 MBq (17.3 ± 3.4
mCi). There was no detectable clinical seizure during the serial scan.

Clearance rates and patterns

Normal group
The average [99mTc]Tc-ECD clearance rate from whole brain was − 3.15% ± 0.55%/hr (mean ± S.D.). Repeated-measures ANOVA analysis
showed no statistically signi�cant difference in clearance rates among each brain region (Table 2).

Table 2
ECD clearance rate (%/hr) in three normal brains

    Region  

  Age Sex Frontal Temporal Parietal Occipital Cerebellum Basal ganglia Thalamus Whole

brain (GM)

N1 30 F -3.67 -4.00 -3.71 -3.46 -3.79 -3.46 -2.60 -3.71

N2 29 M -2.82 -2.58 -2.25 -2.59 -2.80 -2.18 -1.40 -2.61

N3 43 F -3.42 -3.22 -2.87 -2.82 -3.19 -3.18 -2.20 -3.14

Mean 34.0 M:F -3.30 -3.27 -2.95 -2.95 -3.26 -2.94 -2.06 -3.15

S.D. 7.8 1:2 0.44 0.71 0.73 0.45 0.50 0.67 0.61 0.55

No statistically signi�cant difference among all regions

GM = gray matter

Patient group
The average [99mTc]Tc-ECD clearance rate from whole brain were − 2.52 % ± 0.68 %/hr, -3.29 % ± 0.18 %/hr, and − 3.74 % ± 1.07 %/hr (mean 
± S.D.) in ictal, aura and interictal states, respectively. Repeated-measures ANOVA analysis showed no statistically signi�cant difference in
whole brain clearance rates among these three states and normal volunteers.

There were 8 SOZs in seven patients (One patient had bilateral temporal seizure onsets.). The average [99mTc]Tc-ECD clearance rate of all
SOZs were + 1.08 % ± 2.57 %/hr (wash in), -7.02 % ± 2.56 %/hr, and − 5.37% ± 1.71 %/hr in ictal, aura and interictal states, respectively.

Repeated-measures ANOVA analysis showed a statistically signi�cant difference among SOZ clearance rate of three seizure states in
patients and normal volunteers (p < 0.001). Subgroup analysis showed a statistically signi�cant difference between ictal and aura, ictal and
interictal, and ictal and normal. There was no statistically signi�cant difference among aura, interictal and normal pairs. Values of the SOZ
clearance rates and patterns in each patient are summarized in Table 3. Examples of patient slope maps are illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Table 3
Clearance patterns and clearance rates in seizure onset zone (SOZ) de�ned by gold standard.

Age/Sex

(onset)

Diagnosis Gold standard Analyzed
region

Clearance
pattern
(visual
assessment)

Injection
timea

(sec)

Clearance rate (%/hr)

Ictal* Aura Interictal Normal
volunteers

1 26/M

(20)

TLE Surgery

Engel II

Right
superior/

middle
temporal

gyrus

Right
superior/

middle
temporal

region

Ictal: slow
washout

Aura: fast
washout

Inter: fast
washout

11

25

-

-1.48 
± 
0.32

-5.21 
± 
0.58

-2.69 ± 
0.19

-2.70 ± 
0.84

2 47/F

(20)

TLE Scalp

EEG + 
MRI

Left
hippocampus

Left
medial
temporal
region

Ictal: wash
in

Inter: normal
washout

7

-

+ 
0.70 
± 
0.09

- -3.60 ± 
0.37

-3.76 ± 
0.72

3 31/F

(10)

TLE Surgery

Engel I

Right
hippocampus

Right
medial
temporal
region

Aura: fast
washout

Inter: fast
washout

10

-

- -8.83 
± 
0.65

-5.80 ± 
0.81

-3.51 ± 
0.67

4 42/F

(16)

TLE

(bilateral)

Scalp

EEG

Bilateral
anterior
temporal
regions: left
(9 times)

right (2
times)

Bilateral
temporal
regions

(Lt) Ictal:
wash in

Inter: fast
washout

38

-

+ 
2.96 
± 
0.93

- -5.22 ± 
0.36

-3.76 ± 
0.72

(Rt) Ictal:
slow
washout

Inter: fast
washout

38

-

-2.29 
± 
1.96

- -5.72 ± 
0.38

-4.41 ± 
1.06

5 20/F

(13)

ETE Surgery

Engel I

Right middle
frontal gyrus

Right
middle
frontal
region

Ictal: wash
in

Inter: fast
washout

4

-

+ 
4.21 
± 
0.45

- -7.20 ± 
0.33

-2.93 ± 
0.66

a Injection time of ECD after EEG or clinical onset for ictal and aura states

* Ictal state showed statistically signi�cant difference (p < 0.001) from aura, interictal, and normal. No statistically signi�cant difference
among aura, interical and normal

TLE: temporal lobe epilepsy, ETE: extra-temporal lobe epilepsy, EEG: electroencephalography, MRI: magnetic resonance imaging
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Age/Sex

(onset)

Diagnosis Gold standard Analyzed
region

Clearance
pattern
(visual
assessment)

Injection
timea

(sec)

Clearance rate (%/hr)

Ictal* Aura Interictal Normal
volunteers

6 25/M

(14)

ETE Surgery

Engel I

Left posterior
cingulate
gyrus

left
posterior
cingulate
region

Ictal: wash
in

Inter: normal
washout

16

-

+ 
2.37 
± 
0.10

- -4.86 ± 
0.41

-3.38 ± 
0.39

7 28/M

(12)

ETE Surgery
Engel I

Left fusiform
gyrus

Left
fusiform
region

Inter: fast
washout

- - - -7.85 ± 
1.17

-3.73 ± 
0.32

a Injection time of ECD after EEG or clinical onset for ictal and aura states

* Ictal state showed statistically signi�cant difference (p < 0.001) from aura, interictal, and normal. No statistically signi�cant difference
among aura, interical and normal

TLE: temporal lobe epilepsy, ETE: extra-temporal lobe epilepsy, EEG: electroencephalography, MRI: magnetic resonance imaging

The average [99mTc]Tc-ECD clearance rate of the regions contralateral to all SOZs were − 2.75 % ± 1.73 %/hr, -1.51 % ± 0.74 %/hr, and − 3.21
% ± 1.25 %/hr in ictal, aura and interictal states, respectively. Paired t-tests between clearance rate of the SOZ and contralateral regions
showed statistically signi�cant difference in interictal state (p = 0.039), but no statistically signi�cant difference were seen in ictal state,
aura state and normal. Comparison of clearance rates of the individual values of the clearance rate of the SOZs and the contralateral
regions in three seizure states and average clearance rate of the same regions in normal volunteers are demonstrate in Fig. 4. Detailed
values can be seen in the Supplementary Table A2.

Percent localization of epileptogenic focus
From ictal slope maps, there were two slope patterns in 6 SOZs, which were 4 washin and 2 slow washout patterns. From aura slope maps,
there was only one slope pattern in 2 SOZs, which was fast washout pattern. From interictal slope maps, there were two slope patterns in 8
SOZs, including 2 normal washout and 6 fast washout patterns. Thus, 6 of 8 lesions were considered interictal positive slope map pattern.
Therefore, these maps resulted in 100 % (6/6), 100 % (2/2), and 75 % (6/8) localization for ictal, aura, and interictal, respectively. The
percent localizations were 62.5 % (5/8) by MRI, 37.5 % (3/8) by visual SPECT, 33.3% (2/6) by SISCOM and 37.5% (3/8) by visual SPECT
with SISCOM. Comparison of percent localization among imaging methods, including MRI, visual SPECT, SISCOM, visual SPECT plus
SISCOM, ictal, aura, interictal slope maps and combination of slope maps in all three states were summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4
Comparison of imaging methods and percent localization of the seizure onset zones

  Epileptogenic or

Seizure onset
zone

Gold standard MRI Visual

SPECT

SISCOM Visual
SPECT + 
SISCOM

Interictal
slope

Aura

slope

Ictal

slope

Combination

of slope

P1 Right superior/
middle temporal
gyrus

surgery Ο Ο Ο Ο Π Π Π Π

P2 Left
hippocampus

scalp EEG + MRI Π Π Π Π Ο - Π Π

P3 Right
hippocampus

surgery Π Ο - Ο Π Π - Π

P4 Left temporal
region

scalp EEG Ο Ο Ο Ο Π - Π Π

P4 Right temporal
region

scalp EEG Ο Π Π Π Π - Π Π

P5 Right middle
frontal gyrus

surgery Π Ο Ο Ο Π - Π Π

P6 Left posterior
cingulate gyrus

Surgery Π Π Ο Π Ο - Π Π

P7 Left fusiform
gyrus

Surgery Π Ο - Ο Π - - Π

congruent results (n)   5/8 3/8 2/6 3/8 6/8 2/2 6/6 8/8

  % correct
localization

  62.5 37.5 33.33 37.5 75 100 100 100

Π = congruent result to gold
standard

Ο = incongruent result to gold
standard

- = not performed

Discussion
Our results of the average [99mTc]Tc-ECD clearance rate in normal whole brain was − 3.15 % ± 0.55 %/hr. This mean rate was slightly slower
than in Léveillé, et al (∼ -6%/hr) and Ischise, et al (-4.3% ± 1.7%/hr) studies (Leveille et al., 1989; Ichise et al., 1997). The thalamic clearance
rate was slower than other brain regions in all three subjects, which is similar to the study by Ischise, et al. However, there was no
statistically signi�cant difference among regions in our study. The occipital clearance rate was similar to the rest of the brain regions, unlike
Ischise’s study whose �ndings showed signi�cantly faster washout at this region. A possible explanation is the difference in methodological
techniques such as image reconstruction and/or image analysis (curve �tting technique: monoexponential vs linear regression, or different
ROIs templates: AAL atlas vs ellipses). Moreover, our rates were calculated from only three normal subjects, in contrast to twenty subjects
used in their study.

The average whole brain ECD clearance rates of patients with DRE were − 2.52 to -3.74 % in ictal, aura and interictal states, which were
much slower than the clearance rate of DRE patients in Grunwald, et al’ s study (-8.9 to -13.5%) (Grunwald et al., 1994). There are 2 possible
explanations for this matter. Firstly, there were some differences in the aspects of acquisition time, namely number of serial SPECT scans
(2-time vs 7-time point) and duration of scan (about 70 vs 240 minutes). Secondly, different ROI techniques were used. Grunwald’s study
might include soft tissue or background activities in their ROI, that may cause fast washout in their study. Therefore, there might be actual
difference between early and late clearance rates or the clearance rate difference may be the result of interfered rapid soft tissue and
background activities washout.

In contrast to other studies, our study further focused on the SOZ. We analyzed the SOZ using 2 methods: 1) comparison of epilepsy states
in the same SOZ, and 2) comparison of SOZ with contralateral region in ictal, aura, and interictal states. In the former method, the average
ECD clearance rate of the SOZs in ictal state showed a statistically signi�cant difference (p < 0.001) from aura, interictal, and normal, while
there was no statistically signi�cant difference among aura, interical and normal (Table 3). This information shows that by using the �rst
method, ictal state is crucial for comparison with other states to identify SOZ. The area with different clearance pattern from either interictal
or aura state or normal brain is likely to be a SOZ. In the latter method, the SOZs showed statistically signi�cant differences from the
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contralateral regions with p = 0.039 in interictal state (Fig. 4). No statistically signi�cant difference in aura state was detected. This is likely
resulted from a small sample size (N = 2) in aura state. Since the clearance pattern of aura is similar to interictal state, adding aura to
interictal state would result in statistically signi�cant difference from the contralateral regions with p = 0.011. Thus, by using the latter
method, either interictal or aura SPECT study may be used independently from ictal SPECT study when there is unavailable ictal SPECT
study.

By visual analysis, clearance patterns those had localization performance were washin and slow washout patterns in ictal slope maps, fast
washout patterns in aura slope maps and interictal slope maps. Washout rate was mentioned ‘‘slower’’ in the ictal onset zone
(hyperperfused areas) than other brain areas in Grünwald F, et al. study. Surprisingly, our study also found washin patterns other than slow
washout. Some probable explanations were that there might be some alteration in BBB permeability, regional cerebral blood �ow and/or
esterase activity causing more retention of [99mTc]Tc-ECD in the brain cells during ictal period and hours thereafter. Fast washout pattern
was observed only in aura and interictal slope map. Mechanism of fast washout was probably due to low esterase activity in the SOZs,
resulting in reduced ECD retention which was previously explained in vitro by Jacquier-Sarlin, et al’s study (Jacquier-Sarlin et al., 1996). Aura
also showed fast washout, which is similar to interictal slope map pattern. This may be explained by the state of aura itself, which is a
subjective ictal phenomenon without de�nite ictal EEG onset, and thus resulting in patterns mimicking interictal state.

From our hospital statistics in the last 5 years, 40 % of patients with DRE failed to complete both ictal and interical SPECT scans while they
were hospitalized for video-EEG monitoring, resulting in only available interictal SPECT study which is almost useless for SOZ localization
by conventional SPECT method. In this study, two of seven patients could not perform ictal SPECT because of rare seizure frequency. We
have shown that multiple time points interictal SPECT scan is also useful and can improve SOZ localization as compared to only one-time
point conventional interictal scan. Thus, having only interictal scan, SOZ can still be diagnosed if fast washout pattern is seen on serial
SPECT interictal scan (Table 3, Fig. 3).

From our data, SOZ localization using slope maps showed that this method had better performance when compared to conventional
imaging methods (Table 4). Thus, it is a promising method to increase percent localization of SOZ and should be performed in patients with
discordant results of conventional pre-surgical investigations.

Limitation and recommendation
Correlation between injection time and clearance patterns or localization performance, which is one factor that affected biodistribution of
ECD, could not be done due to the small sample size. For technical aspects, there are some drawbacks of this method: 1) Patients need to
stay still during each static scan in order to complete serial SPECT scan. 2) Scan time was increased up to 4 hours from the routine 30–60
minutes, which may cause machine availability problems in the center with limited number of SPECT machines. Future study using 2 time
points for clearance pattern analysis may be more practical in routine clinical practice. Analysis of clearance pattern in different pathology
may provide better understanding of biodistribution of radiotracer in patient with DRE.

Conclusion
Clearance patterns that can de�ne the SOZs are 1) wash in and slow washout in ictal state 2) fast washout in aura state and interictal
state. This novel clearance pattern method showed additional bene�t to the routine brain perfusion SPECT diagnosis for better SOZ
localization.
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Figures

Figure 1

Image analysis process: 1) Merge seven serial images into time-sequence images 2) Motion correction and co-register to patient’s T1-
weighted MRI images 3) Generate slope map (clearance rate from each image pixel) by pixelwise linear regression analysis 4) Create grey
matter (GM) image using the patient’s T1-weighted MRI to further mask the slope map 5) Draw regions of interest (ROIs) of suspected
seizure onset zone by iso-contour (3D iso-contouring VOI tools using region-growing) inside the automated anatomical labeling (AAL)
template atlas
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Figure 2

The slope map pattern color bar and example: Example of slow washout pattern (crosshair cursor at the SOZ shows pale red color as
compare with the pale blue color of the contralateral normal region (top). The slope map pattern displays in split BWR (blue-white-red) color
bar (bottom). Background color represents clearance rate = 0.0.

Figure 3
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Examples of slope maps in patients: Ictal slope map showed WASHIN (red) at left hippocampal sclerosis (a, b crosshair cursor in patient
number 2). Aura and interictal slope maps showed FAST WASHOUT (blue) at right hippocampal sclerosis (c, d crosshair cursor in patient
number 3) and left fusiform lesion (e, f crosshair cursor in patient number 7), respectively. Background color represents clearance rate = 0.0

Figure 4

Comparison of ECD clearance rates (%/hr) of seizure onset zones (SOZs) and the contralateral regions in three seizure states and normal:
Paired t-tests between clearance rate of the SOZ and contralateral regions showed statistically signi�cant difference in interictal state (p =
0.039), but no statistically signi�cant difference were seen in ictal state, aura state and normal
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